The word vowel comes from the Latin word vocalic, meaning "speaking",
because in most languages words and thus speech are not possible without vowels.

In phonetics, a vowel is a sound in spoken language that is characterized by an
open configuration of the vocal tract so that there is no build-up of air pressure above
the glottis. This contrasts with consonants, which are characterized by a constriction
or closure at one or more points along the vocal tract. A vowel is also understood to
be syllabic: an equivalent open but non-syllabic sound is called a semivowel.

According to O' Connor (1980), vowels are made by voiced air pressing
through different mouth shapes. The difference in the mouth shapes are caused by
different positions of the tongue and of the lips.

In all languages, vowels form the nucleus or peak of syllables, whereas
consonants form the onset and coda. However, some languages, as in English, also
allow other sounds to form the nucleus of a syllable, such as the syllabic l in the word
table.

Based on the above definitions, many sounds might be identified as vowels
which function as consonants in speech. For example, the word "yes", the initial [j] is
phonetically a vowel according to the definition above. In the phonological system of
English, however, the [j] is in a typical consonant position. Similarly, there are sounds
which are phonetically consonants which under some circumstances do act as syllable
nuclei; a typical example would be the use of "syllabic [l]" in the word "little".

Vowel's quality is determined by the articulatory features that distinguish
different vowels in a language. The primary and secondary cardinal vowel system
developed originally by Daniel Jones describes vowels in terms of three common
features height (vertical dimension), backness (horizontal dimension) and
roundedness (lip position). These three parameters are indicated in the schematic IPA
(The International Phonetic Alphabet) vowel diagram below, (Leadefoged, 1975).
There are, however, still more possible features of vowel quality, such the velum

position (nasality), type of vocal fold vibration (phonation), and tongue root
position.

Height refers to either the vertical position of the tongue relative to the roof of
the mouth or the aperture of the jaw. In high vowels, such as [i] and [u], the tongue is
positioned high in the mouth, whereas in low vowels, such as [a], the tongue is
positioned low in the mouth. The IPA identifies seven different vowel heights,
although no known language distinguishes all seven, which are: close vowel (high
vowel), near-close vowel, close-mid vowel, mid vowel, open-mid vowel, near-open
vowel and open vowel (low vowel).

Backness on the other hand, refers to the horizontal tongue position during the
articulation of a vowel relative to the back of the mouth. In front vowels, such as [i],
the tongue is positioned forward in the mouth, whereas in back vowels, such as [u],
the tongue is positioned towards the back of the mouth. The IPA identifies five
different degrees of vowel backness, although no known language distinguishes all
five: front vowel, near-front vowel, central vowel, near-back vowel and back vowel.

Finally, roundedness refers to whether the lips are rounded or not. In most
languages, roundedness is a reinforcing feature of mid to high back vowels, and not
distinctive. Usually, the higher a back vowel, the more intense the rounding is.

Vowel sounds have been symbolized by different transcription systems. Some
of them are appropriate for most speakers of American English and others for most
speakers of British English (Christophersen, 1973). In this study different systems
will be utilized.

American English Vowels
American English is the form of English used by people in the United States.
The English vowel letters are a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y, but the vowel sounds are
more numerous. They are characterized by the continuous sounds they make as the
main part of any syllable. Certain vowel sounds appear only in one or more regional
dialects, but the following, are the vowel sounds most usually encountered in
Standard American English:
The A in fat
The AH in father
The AI in fate

The OO in fool
The OU in found
The U in foot

The AW in fawn
The E in fen
The EE in feet
The EI in fight
The I in fizz

The UH in flood
The UHR in fur
The unstressed uh in sofa
The O in foe
The OI in foil

H, w, and y are sometimes called semivowels, and they, like r, modify or change the
sound of an immediately preceding vowel sound.

The above American English vowels are plotted according to the point of
primary obstruction by the tongue in the articulation of the sound. "Low" refers
not only to the position of the tongue but the jaw as well and the quadrilateral is
presented below, (Dillon, 2003).

African American English Dialect
African American English "AAE" is one name for a collection of varieties
(ways of speaking) characteristically used by African Slave Descendants in North
America. Over the years a number of names have been used, and a number of
different varieties or dialects have introduced. Some of the more common terms
include "Black English", "Ebonics", "Black Vernacular English "BEV", and "African
American Vernacular English" AAVE".
The traits of AAVE that separate it from Standard American English include:


grammatical structures traceable to West African languages;



changes in pronunciation along definable patterns, many of which are found in
creoles and dialects of other populations of West African descent (but which
also emerge in English dialects uninfluenced by West African languages, such
as Newfoundland English);



distinctive slang; and



differences in the use of tenses.

AAVE has also contributed to Standard American English (SAE) words of
African origin ("gumbo", "goober", "yam", "banjo", "bogus") and slang expressions
such as ("cool," "hip," "hep cat").

As far as the phonological features are concerned, the main differences
between AAVE and SAE are listed below:


Reduction of certain diphthong forms to monophthongs, in particular, [aɪ] to
[a] and [ɔɪ] to [o:]. For example, "boy" pronounced as [b o:].



Pronunciation of /ɛ/ and /ɪ/ both as /ɪ/ before nasal consonants, making pen
and pin homonyms.



Pronunciation of /ɪ/ and /i:/ both as /ɪ/ before 'l', making feel and fill
homonyms.



Lowering of /ɪ/ to /ɛ/ or /æ/ before /ŋ/ causing pronunciations such as
theng/thang for thing, thenk/thank for think, reng/rang for ring etc.

Vowels of British English
Peter Ladefoged's has summary of the British English vowels along with
quadrilateral of samples of British vowels as posted by Dillon, (2003) is illustrated
below.

Scottish English Dialect
Scottish Standard English (SSE) is the form of the English language used in
Scotland. It is normally used in formal, non-fictional written texts in Scotland. The
standard spelling, grammar, and punctuation of Scottish English tend to follow the
style of the Oxford English Dictionary.

Although pronunciation features of SSE vary among speakers, Wells (1982
has listed some of the common features as follows:


Vowel length is usually regarded as being non-phonemic, but is a crucial
aspect of the accent (Scobbie et al. 1999). It most clearly affects /i/, /u/ and
/ae/. Predictable short vowel duration gives many Scottish accents a distinctive
"clipped" pronunciation before two classes of consonants, namely nasals, for
example spoon [spun] and voiced stops, especially /d/, e.g. brood /brud/. This
is generally the same as in the Scots language, but the latter includes minimal
pairs for /ae/ e.g. gey, "very" vs. /a:e/ e.g. guy. Vowel length is nearly
phonemic in SSE because when open syllable verbs are suffixed they remain
long, thus vowel length clearly distinguishes e.g. crude vs. crewed, need vs.
kneed, and side vs. sighed.



SSE usually distinguishes between [ɛ]-[ɪ]-[ʌ] before [r] in herd-bird-curd, in
Received Pronunciation these have merged into [ɜː].



Many varieties contrast /o/ and /ɔ/ before [r] as in hoarse and horse.



SSE contrasts [o: r] and [u: r], as in shore and pour vs. sure and poor.



Fool and full have [u] or [ʉ] or [y] in SSE where RP (Received Pronunciation)
differentiates.



SSE has the cot-caught merger, so that cot and caught are both pronounced
with [ɔ].

American and British English pronunciation differences
In this section the main differences between General American (GAm) and
British Received Pronunciation (RP) will be discussed:


GAm has fewer vowel distinctions before intervocalic [ɹ] than RP; for many
GAm speakers, unlike RP, merry, marry and Mary are homonyms; mirror
rhymes with nearer, and furry rhymes with hurry. However, some eastern
American accents, such as the Boston accent, have the same distinctions as in
RP.



For some RP speakers (upper class), unlike in GAm, some or all of tire, tower,
and tar are homonyms; this reflects the merger of the relevant vowels;
similarly the pour-poor merger is common in RP but not in GAm.



RP has three open back vowels, where GAm has only two or even one. Most
GAm speakers use the same vowel for RP "short O" [ɒ] as for RP "broad A"
[ɑː] (the father-bother merger); many also use the same vowel for these as for
RP [ɔː] (the cot-caught merger).



For Americans without the cot-caught merger, the lot-cloth split results in [ɔː]
in some words which now have [ɒ] in RP.



The trap-bath split has resulted in RP having "broad A" [ɑː] where GAm has
"short A" [æ], in most words where A is followed by either [n] followed by
another consonant, or [s], [f], or [θ] (e.g. plant, pass, laugh, path). However,
many British accents, such as most Northern English accents, agree with GAm
in having short A in these words, although it is usually phonetically [a] rather
than [æ].



RP has a marked degree of contrast of length between "short" and "long"
vowels (The long vowels being the diphthongs, and [i:], [u:], [ɜː], [ɔː], [ɑː]).
In GAm this contrast is much less evident, and the IPA length symbol (:) is
often omitted. American phoneticians often prefer the characterizations
"tense"/"lax" or "checked"/"free" rather than "short"/"long".



The "long O" vowel (as in boat) is realized differently: GAm pure [o:] or
diphthongized [oʊ]; RP central first element[əʊ]. However there is
considerable variation in this vowel on both sides of the Atlantic.
The distinction between unstressed /ɪ/ and /ə/ (e.g. roses vs Rosa's) is often



lost in GAm. In RP it is retained, in part because it helps avoid nonrhotic
homonyms; e.g. batted vs battered as ['bætɪd] vs ['bætəd]. It is, however, lost
in Australian English, which is also non-rhotic.
The following tables list words pronounced differently in American English
(AmE) as appose to British English (BrE) but spelled the same.

BrE
/æ/

AmE
/ɑ/

/i:/

/ɛ/

/ɒ/

/oʊ/

/ɑː/

/æ/

Words
annato, BangladeshA2, Caracas,
chiantiA2, Datsun, Galapagos,
Gdansk, grappaA2, gulagA2,
HanoiA2, Jan (male name, e.g. Jan
Palach), Kant, kebab, Las
(placenames, e.g. Las Vegas),
Latvia, mishmashA2, Mombasa,
Natasha, Nissan, Pablo, pasta,
PicassoA2, ralentando, SanA2
(names outside USA; e.g. San
Juan), SlovakA2, Sri LankaA2,
Vivaldi, wigwamA2, Yasser (And A
in many other foreign names and
loanwords)
aesthete, an(a)esthetize, breveA2,
catenaryA2, Daedalus,
devolutionA2,B2, ecumenicalB2,
epochA2, evolutionA2,B2, febrile,
Hephaestus, leverA2, methane,
OedipusA2, (o)estrus, penalize,
predecessorA2, pyrethrinA2, senileA2
Aeroflot, compost, homosexualB2,
Interpol, Lod, pogrom, polkaB2,
produce (noun), Rosh Hashanah,
sconeA2,B2, shone, sojourn, trollB2,
yoghurt
(Excluding trap-bath split words)
banana, Java, khaki, morale,
NevadaA2, scenario, sopranoA2,

/ɛ/

/i/

/æ/

/eɪ/

/ɪ/

/aɪ/

/z/

/s/

/ɑː/

/eɪ/

/əʊ/

/ɑ/

BrE

AmE

/ʌ/

/ɑ/

/ɒ/

/ʌ/

(sounded)

(silent)

/ɑː/

/ɚ/

/aɪ/

/i/

/i:/

/aɪ/

/ə/

/ɑ/

/i:/

/eɪ/

/aɪ/

/ɪ/

tiara
CecilA2,B2, crematoriumA2, cretin,
depot, inherentB2, leisure,
medievalA2, reconnoitreA2, zebraB2,
zenithA2,B2
compatriot, patriotB2, patronise,
phalanx, plait, repatriate, Sabine,
satrap, satyrA2
dynasty, housewifery, idyll,
livelongA2, long-livedA2, privacyB2,
simultaneous, vitamin. Also the
suffix -ization. See also -ine.
AussieA2, blouse, complaisantA2,
crescent, erase, Glasgow, parse,
valise. Also trans-A2,B2 (in some
words)
amen, charadeB2, cicada,
galaA2,promenade, pro rata, tomato,
stratum
codify, goffer, phonetician,
processor, progress (noun),
slothA2,B2, unwonted, wroth
Words
accomplice, accomplish, colanderB2,
compassA2, constableB2,
Lombardy,monetaryA2, -mongerA2
hovelA2,B2, hover. Also the strong
forms of these function words: ofA2,
fromA2, wantA2, wasA2, whatA2
coyoteA2, herbA2 (plant), homageA2,
KnossosB2, salve, solder
Berkeley, Berkshire, clerk, Derby,
Hertford. (The only AmE word
with <er> = [ɑɹ] is sergeant).
eitherA2,B2, geyser, neitherA2,B2,
Pleiades. See also -ine.
albino, migraineB2. Also the
prefixes anti-A2, multi-A2, semi-A2 in
loose compounds (e.g. in antiestablishment, but not in antibody).
See also -ine.
hexagon, octagon, paragon,
pentagon, phenomenon.
eta, beta, quayA2, theta, zeta
butylB2, diverge, minorityA2,B2,
primer (schoolbook). See also -ine.

/ɛ/

/eɪ/

/ɜːz/

/us/

/eɪ/

/æ/

(silent)

(sounded)

/ɒ/

/ə/

ateB2 ("et" is nonstandard in
America), melee, chaise longue
Betelgeuse, chanteuse,
chartreuseA2, masseuse
apricotA2, dahlia, digitalis,
patentA2,B2
medicine. See also -ary -ery -ory bury, -berry
Amos, Enoch, restaurantA2

/ʃ/
/ə/

/ʒ/

AsiaB2, PersiaB2, versionB2

/oʊ/

/ɪɹ/
/si:/

/ɚ/

borough, thorough (see also -ory
and -mony)
chirrup, squirrel, stirrup

/ʃ/
/ju/

cassia, CassiusA2, hessian

/ɔː(ɹ)/

/ɚ/

couponA2, fuchsine, HoustonB2
boulevard, snooker, woofA2
(weaving)
record (noun), stridorA2,B2

/ɔː/

/ɑ/

launch, saltB2

/ɜː(ɹ)/

/ʊɹ/

connoisseurA2, entrepreneurA2

/ɜː/

/oʊ/
/i/

/u:/
/u:/

/eɪ/
/ju:/
/zi:/

/ʊ/

föhnB2, MöbiusB2
deityA2,B2, Helene

/ɒ/

/w/
/ʒ/
/æ/

jaguar, Nicaragua
Frasier, Parisian
wrath

/ɑː/

/ət/

Nougat

BrE

AmE

Words

/ɑː/

/ɔ/

Utah

/ɑː/
/æ/

/ɔɹ/

quarkA2,B2

/ɛ/

femme fataleA2

/æz/

/eɪs/

basilA2 (plant)

/aɪ/

/ɔɪ/

coyote

/aɪ/

/eɪ/
/u/

Isaiah

/æ/

falcon

/θ/

booth

/aʊ/
/ɔː/
/ð/

nousA2

/di:/
/dʒ/

/dʒi/
/gdʒ/

/ə(ɹ)/

/ɑɹ/

cordiality
suggestA2
MadagascarA2

/ə(ɹ)/

/jɚ/

figure

/ɛ/
/ə/

/ɑ/
/æ/
/ə/

/ɛ/
/ə/
/ʃ/
/ɜː(ɹ)/

/eɪ/
/sk/

envelopeA2,B2
trapeze
Kentucky
hurricaneB2
scheduleB2
errA2

/eɪ/

/ɛɹ/
/ət/

/əʊ/

/ɑt/

Huguenot

/əʊ/

/aʊ/
/u/

Moscow

/ɪ/
/i:/

/i/

pittaB2

/ɪ/

beenB2

/i:ʃ/

/ɪtʃ/
/u/

/əʊ/

/jɜː/
/ju:/

/u/

tourniquet

broochA2

nicheB2
milieu
barracuda (see also yod-dropping
under Accent)
asthma
AnthonyA2,B2
piazza
kümmel

/s/
/t/
/ts/

/z/
/θ/
/z/

/ʊ/

/ɪ/

/ʊ/
BrE
/u:/

/ʌ/
AmE
/aʊ/

route

/u:/

/oʊ/

cantaloup(e)

/ʌ/
/z/

/oʊ/

covertA2,B2

/ʃ/

Dionysius

/zi:/

/ʃ/

transient

brusque
Words
A2

Spelling

BrE

AmE IPA

Notes

barrage

'bæɹ.ɑːʒ

(1) bəɹ'ɑʒ

The AmE pronunciations are for distinct
senses (1) "sustained weapon-fire" vs (2)
"dam, barrier" (Compare garage below.)

(2) 'bæɹ.ɪdʒ
boehmite

(1) 'bɜːmaɪt (1) 'beɪmaɪt
(2) 'bəʊmaɪt (2) 'boʊmaɪt

bouquet

'bu:keɪ

boʊ'keɪ

boyar

(1) 'bɔɪ.ɑ:

(1) boʊ'jɑɹ

(2) bəʊ'jɑ:

(2) 'bɔɪ.jɚ

buoy

'bɔɪ

'bu.i

cadre

(1) 'kæd.ə(ɹ) 'kæd.ɹi

The first pronunciations approximate
German [ø] (spelled <ö> or <oe>) ; the
second ones are anglicized.

The U.S. pronunciation would be
unrecognised in the UK. The British
pronunciation occurs in America, more
commonly for the verb than the noun, still
more in derivatives buoyant, buoyancy.

(2) 'kæd.ɹə
canton

kæn'tu:n

(1) kæn'tɑn
(2) kæn'toʊn

febrile

'fi:b.raɪl

(1) 'fɛb.ril

difference is only in military sense "to
quarter soldiers"

The BrE pronunciation occurs in AmE

(2) 'fɛb.rəl
fracas

'frækɑ:

(1) 'freɪkəs
(2) 'frækəs

The BrE plural is French fracas /'frækɑːz/;
the AmE plural is anglicized fracases

Spelling

BrE

AmE IPA

Notes

garage

(1) 'gæɹɪdʒ

gəɹ'ɑʒ

The AmE reflects French stress difference.
The two BrE pronunciations may represent
distinct meanings for some speakers; for
example, "a subterranean garage for a car"
(1) vs "a petrol garage" (2). (Compare
barrage above.)

(2) 'gæɹɑːʒ

glacier

(1) 'glæsiə

'gleɪʃɚ

(2) 'gleɪsiə
hygienic

haɪ'dʒi:nɪk

jalousie

(1) ʒælʊ'zi: 'dʒæləsi

haɪdʒi'ɛnɪk

(2) 'ʒælʊzi:
lapsang
souchong

'læpsæŋ

:lɑpsɑŋ

su:ʃɒŋ

'suʃɑŋ

lasso

lə'su:

'læsoʊ

The BrE pronunciation is common in AmE

lu'tɛnənt

The 2nd British pronunciation is restricted
to the Royal Navy. Standard Canadian
pronunciation is the same as the British.
Spelling litchi has pronunciation /'lɪtʃi( :)/

lieutenant (1)
lɛf'tɛnənt
(2) lə'tɛnənt
lychee

:laɪ'tʃi:

'litʃi

Molière

'mɒl.i.ɛə

moʊl'jɛɹ

oblique

əb'li:k

əb'laɪk

AmE is as BrE except in military sense
"advance at an angle"

penchant

pãʃã

'pɛntʃənt

The AmE pronunciation is anglicized; the
BrE is French.

penult

pɛ'nʌlt

(1) 'pinʌlt
(2) pɪ'nʌlt

premier

première

(1) 'prɛmjə

(1) 'primɪɹ

(2) 'pɹɛmɪə

(2) prɪm'ɪɹ

'pɹɛmɪɛə

(1) prɪm'ɪɹ
(2) prɪm'jɛɹ

pelling

BrE

AmE IPA

Notes

provost

'pɹɒvəst

(1) 'pɹoʊvoʊst The BrE pronunciation also occurs in
AmE
(2) 'pɹoʊvəst

quinine

'kwɪniːn

(1) 'kwaɪnaɪn
(2) 'kwɪnaɪn

resource

(1) ɹɪ'zɔːs

'ɹisɔɹs

(2) ɹɪ'sɔːs
reveille

ɹɪ'væli:

'ɹɛvəli

slough

slaʊ

slu

sense "bog"; in metaphorical sense

"gloom", the BrE pronunciation is
common in AmE. Homograph "cast off
skin" is /slʌf/ everywhere.
Tunisia

Tju:'nɪziə

(1) tu'niʒə
(2) tu'niʃə

untoward

:ʌn.tə'wɔːd

ʌn'tɔɹd

vase

vɑːz

(1) veɪs
(2) veɪz

z (the
letter)

'zɛd

'zi:

The BrE pronunciation also occurs in
AmE
The spelling of this letter as a word
corresponds to the pronunciation: thus
Commonwealth (including Canadian) zed
and American zee

7. Conclusions
This study outlines the differences between American English, the form of
the English language spoken in the United States, and British English, the form of
English used across the United Kingdom. Although British and American English
are terms used when describing formal written English used in the United Kingdom
and United state respectively, the forms of spoken English used in both countries vary
considerably from one area to another. The Scottish and African American dialects
presented in this study are a good example of such a variation. The study has also
pointed out that even though spoken American and British English are generally
mutually intelligible, there are enough differences (listed in details) to occasionally
cause awkward misunderstandings or even a complete failure to communication.
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